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4/27/11 
 

A Beautiful Still-life of a House in Turmoil 

and Trash 

 

Too soon? Too soon to swoon say the swans in the sunlit 

moonpond. The copper and rubber substance under your 

shoe is to eschew I insure you. I abhor you, after I wine and 

whore you.  Supplicate and multiply delineate kickstands 

RESIST GRIPS AND PLAY IN QUICKSAND. Salsa salad is my alibi. 

Raise the mast fore and aft before and after summer showers 

I WASH AWAY like torrential tater tots turned mashed like out 

of the prisons FREEDOM OF THOUGHT HASN‘T RISEN only 

circumcision derisions and costly revisions. Uniform visions. 

Catholic and Muslim newborn incisions. 

 

SMIIIIIIIIILLLE at the elderly folk you cross in the street. They could 

be carrying chicken home to roost. Silly goose. THEY MIGHT JUST 

NEED SOMEONE YOUNG TO LOVE THEM ever think of that. 

 

Swing through the trees with the bees and their honey and 

their money and their bee bee being bees see better bees 

beat around with purpose.  Bee one with the queen, you‘ll see 

what I mean.  She has it all and yet SHE CANNOT FLY. SO CAN I. 

Nor can I, nor will I until unless before you cease this 

incessant unceasing increasing indecent indecency 

condescending preposterous pasta sauce of disgrace 

disclosure and pumpkin grease. The geese object neglect 

FLOCK TOGETHER SQUAWK TOGETHER BALK TOGETHER AND DIE.  

Teeth (hands socks shoes) fall apart and leave you to wonder 

why.  Incorrect indigent imbecilic alcoholic narcoleptic 

biblographic pornotrophic palamdroning microfoaming 

absolution of waste paper basket waste of space and oxygen 

here in my life and living room.  BABIES BOOM UNTIL THEY 

STOMP.  THEN THEY ROMP AND SETTLE INTO LIVES OF 

COMPLACENCY. The end. 

 

And why couldn‘t you just photosynthesize? 

 

TIME WANDERING TRAVEL portal teleportation telepathetic 

telekinesis kicking shins off of Jesus fleeing the fleece on 

the back of a pack of wolves or camels flinging police down 

dirty channels. Throw stow show boat crate spit spittle de 

spat. Don‘t TALK BACK.  Crambling hunch-edly along weak 

tea strong wee and long winded yet healthy.  Blinded easier 
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to see and better at aiming a bow and arrow across a ridge 

a bridge a heath a cliff a gap a tree to sparrows seated 

underneath the old fern bog.  Boisterous quarrelsome bully 

bull frogs squatting and squashing all qualms and thoughts 

beneath their berth, their very great girth. Their very grim 

MIRTH.  The grins we daren‘t unearth. Butchering belts bark 

the bark of a tree a white tree oak tree soak tree beginning 

to revoke tree beginning to rebel, revel in revelry spurious 

and revered. and feared. and disappeared. 

 

Salmon salamander backlash whiplash whipped cream ice 

cream face cream face lift rear gear upward shift upward 

tone a voice shakes breaks creaks moans. Like a pillar on an 

old stone home.  MY HOME WILL BE A BOAT, lifted from the 

shore sand sea it loves and left to dry out and crack, upways 

side never looking back but only up. Decks become floors 

portholes mere windows, WINDOWS A GATEWAY TO THE GREAT 

OUTDOORS, and birds.  Deer will curiously flock and feed 

from my furry hands.  Port is not a place but a beverage.  

Great is not a state but an average. Severage. Leverage. 

Sewer wedge greener hedge greener gate grand old gate 

growing garnering gardening gartering bartering got late set 

the date smack your pate lick the plate.  Yes of course, I‘m 

talking real estate here.  But purely for a metaphor. 

 

Rebound and I‘LL TURN YOU AND EVERYTHING YOU THINK YOU 

LOVE TOPSIDE DOWN straight to the ground and ground it in 

until it makes a fine pepper, a fine powder for my stew.  

Cook for 2 hours and serve straight up to you. No salt. AND 

ONLY REAL DIRTY ROCKS WILL DO. 

 

It‘s a horse of a different kazoo I march to. July November 

or April the 3
rd

.  Banal blatant or biracially ABSURD.  

Hummingbird dragons sprinkle my just DESSERTS in this 

world. FANTASTICAL? YES.  Yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 47.6 

times to you I say yes. But no more. Can‘t have you going 

out thinking I‘M AN OPTIMIST in this dark cruel world full of 

pain strainers spaghetti poodles wack-a-mole noodles 

instrument tuners women in hooters grown-ups on 

scooters. Tunely sickly prunely he crooned. Crooned like a 

lark or nightingale or best of all LOOOON!!! 

 

THE DAY OF THE MOOSE COMES AND COMES SOON. 

 

Jolly frivolity ensues 
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Consistency contention constitution institution resolution 

rectification recitation reinvigoration reinsues tomorrow 

night on the chapter floor, headline of chapter four, 

subtitle: chapter bore, chapter please god no more.  THIS IS 

WHAT OUR CHILDREN READ AT SCHOOL, I WARN YOU.  I triple 

dog scorn you and finally, fiscally, fiasco-tasticly, taco-

tractively, triple-hyper-actively, I GLOBAL WARM YOU. 

 

Bind fined inclined to design. Assign pickle-ginger people 

cities carved out of cherry pits placed atop tall buildings 

made of clay.  Clammy yet fishy yet sticky and muddy and 

savory all at once.  PUNS YOU SAY? Pah! Phee! Pho! Phum! 

Glum, glue squeezed out of the horses grip, the horses 

STIFF UPPER LIP and pinky toe. 

 

Licking mossy fungus ladyfinger lemons seventy-seven times 

does wonders for the small intestine.  OR SO THEY SAY.   

Bibliophonically and essential wrathful bibliography. 

 

Sip sweet sugar and roll and knock down the stone barracks 

of reality so we can see the sprawling world there is to see 

to see the sea and the wind and the color and the green 

trimmed collared and covered mole-hills to the west and 

right and roam frolic and foam at the mouth like the wildest 

of wild horse foals and FOOL AND JOKE LIKE TIME HAS NO 

CHOKING STRANGLE-HOLD ON ANY OF US. 

 

I REACH DEEP DEEP DOWN PAST MY SINS, past my shins, to the 

shameful shoals of fish swimming within me, and I slowly, 

gently draw out the shards of a broken arrow, a broken 

sparrow and its wishes and wings AND THE WITCHING IT 

BRINGS this spring and every spring brewing and boiling 

triumph and greed AT MATING TIME and finally I reach the 

string that clings like a wedding band to the hockey puck, 

heavy, THAT IS MY DESPAIR. It rests there, has its lair, weighs 

me down with care ‗cause it can. I carry that despair 

because I‘ve known it was there and I THOUGHT IT WAS FATE, 

thought it was violence and hate and blowing up woodlands 

so we could put in a street, my street, full of houses and 

turns that look the same, that look safe, since THERE‘S NO 

CHIMNEYS REVEALING THE FIRES GOING INSIDE, and we‘ve all 

got sampled places to hide. WE COMBINE, WE CONFIDE, BUT 

WE ALL KEEP SECRETS. And birds learn to land on telephone 

poles and squirrels learn to dance with trash cans and LIFE 

GOES ON ONLY NEVER HOW WE MEAN IT TO.  
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Thrifty as you please merchant of venice. Raise the blinds on 

that window shade and come out to peer at me. Setting a 

simple salivating speed. Circumferentially circumspect. 

Camcorder orcas calibrated contagiously to affect inflect and 

speck with awe, out the jaw softened paws. Craw. Craw. 

Craw. I AM RAW. I jade, I chafe, I claw. I count and 

countenance a struggle out of the straightjacket of the 

subdued. EXTRA-ORDINARY OR EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL ARE THE TWO 

SPEEDS on my bike and wind pipe and bag pipe of glee. I will 

ne‘er retreat or accept anything, a single ounce less a single 

ounce left in the once full bottle of honey ale honey dew 

honey stick too. I‘VE ENCOUNTERED A FALL FROM GRACE AND I 

ACKNOWLEDGE IT WITH A STIFF NOD AND NOTHING MORE. I‘m at 

war with myself and my brothers and the parents I have. 

They chortle and snore at the cheap clicks of my infancy 

hypocrisy blasphemy and martyrdom. And the myriad 

reasons why I am a heathen.  

 

CELEBRATE ME WHEN I AM GONE, AND WHEN I AM PRESENT. For if 

I don‘t, who will? CONSIDER YOURSELF DERANGED ESTRANGED 

REARRANGED REFRAMED AND FORGOTTEN, ALL TO THE 

DETRIMENT OF NONE.   

My water is filled with ears.  

 

Europe is full of rocks. Castles + rocks. Grass + castles + 

rocks. And candlesticks. And bishops. And sheep. And 

buildings + people, cafés + cigarettes. 

 

I AM A CLAY TOBACCO PIPE NICKED AND FLAWED IN MANY 

PLACES. I am the nightlights you pass in a lonely late bus 

journey through the curvaceous inclines of South America. I 

am the dancing diamond drops on the surface of the sea or 

nearest river you can‘t help but seek from the center of a 

crowded city. WATER IS THE ONLY SOUND THAT CAN SOOTHE 

CALM QUIET A BEATING BLEEDING HEART. My heart beats and 

bleeds for every creature I‘ve ever flashed a smile at, 

whether small, shy, meek or reckless and daring, glowing 

glaring and glittering for all the world to see. I WRITE WITH 

WILD ABANDON like someone in the throes of the deepest 

pleasure they will ever know floating peacefully back to 

back with a giant sea turtle, FLINGING WORDS, LIKE STARFISH, 

ONTO MY CANVAS. I‘ll whisper them sweetly to swallows who 

can bellow on treetops and wing their way to mountain 

goats who will wind their way up great tall steep rocky 

slopes just to take a look. See the view. Chew some cud. 
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PAW THE EARTH FOR INSPIRATION. Yes. Inspiration. Goats 

have no need of mates. They get all the affection they need 

from the air and the earth and recyclables, butting heads, 

being stubborn, making noise, lying about and scaling and 

climbing ‗til they are framed by a backdrop of 

constellations. And they were never practical enough to 

think of regenerating themselves. Or kids. Or reporting for 

duty back at the farm. Occasionally they play the panpipes, 

to raise some hell and have a dance. They have only 

Puritans for their enemies and something tells me THE 

GOATS ARE WINNING THE FIGHT ON EXTINCTION. 

 

One day I will go blind from staring down sunrises. 

 

Tune in Friday for the latest debates of what will come in 

the afterlife:  

friends, lovers, crepes or all three. 

 

I devote my time to the flagrant vagrant violation of fire 

hazards, traffic laws, forms and instructions. I make a habit 

of living like an outlaw, or at least like a leaf. CHANGING 

EVERY SEASON BUT ALWAYS (SORT OF) AT PEACE.  

 

Proverbial Verbage, or What I’ve Done (or intend to) 

Horning and storming and cadding and codding and coddling / toddling 

/ piddling / paddling / addling / maddening / battering / shattering / 

mattering / bruising/ bursting / busting / dusting / crusting / frosting / 

hallowing / hollowing / guffawing / buffering / boner-ing / bothering/ 

buffeting / ballasting / skipping / chirping / sharpening / partnering / 

feathering / breezily beckoning / bestowering / bowing / prowling / 

prancing/ glancing / chancing / fencing / mincing / minstrelling / 

mistressing / administering / administrating / calibrating / enumerating 

/ fellating / castrating / masturbating/ mass-producing/ costuming / 

cartooning/ bamboo-ing/ baboon-ing/ canoeing/ masticating / 

menstruating/ fasting / walloping / incorporating / monopolizing / 

lampooning / marooning/ harpooning/ shampooing/ boeing / boring/ 

lowering/ glowering / houring / arguing / arbitrarily arbitting or orbiting 

or arbitrating / transliterating / transmogrifying / humanticizing / 

romanticizing rhododendrons and thumb tacks. and cabbage patch 

snacks. and bric-a-bracs/ lollygagging and folly gagging and juniper. and 

spruce.  

 

 

Lasagna wafts delicately through nasal passages sinuses 

tonsils and the rest. Whooping cough malaria measles 
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meeps mumps cranes flus fluids cholera chicken pox cancer 

stds and aids are a thing of the past. I caught them all neatly 

and sweetly in my mosquito net, threw them in the rubbish 

and they are gone. I CANNOT TELL YOU HOW MANY MOTHERS 

AND FATHERS AND SISTERS AND BROTHERS AND CHILDREN AND 

LOVERS HAVE COME ROUND TO THANK ME. Could say ―the 

government forbids it.‖ But this isn‘t that kind of poem.  

 

A room in Sevilla 

Right so now you‘re in Spain so get started little elf little 

Truman Capote little hopeful back burner version of self. But 

there are things you need that you never paused to think 

about soap plain regular for your dirty hands and special 

softer for your oily parched parchment receding flaking 

delicate face. Snuggles and sunshine and space and time 

and a way to reach the PEOPLE YOU DIDN‘T QUITE LEAVE 

BEHIND. Music and maps and the Spanish language and 

books so many books English books by GENIUS AUTHORS or 

as close to genius as you can find TO REMIND YOU OF YOUR 

INADEQUACIES and what you‘ll never or someday bequeath to 

a new modern generation full of hope. I jab myself in the 

ribs every time I LOSE SOMETHING—be it a camera, a 

passport, a wallet, a purse, an iPod, a stick of chapstick, a 

pack of gum, a piece of candy, a wad of cash, a pencil, a 

magnum opus, dignity, privacy. And now everytime I flush 

the toilet it leaves a deep imprint in my forefingertip. I‘ve 

made myself smell terrible to ward off the cockroaches and 

lice but hopefully the mice won‘t mind. I‘VE NEVER BEEN 

ALLOWED TO LIVE ALONE SINCE I LEFT HOME AND NOW I 

SOMEHOW DOUBT I EVER WILL. You need pens, paper, trash 

cans or bags, sugar salt food to eat and then to cook money 

to slip through your fingers like smoke and burn as it goes. 

So it isn‘t warm enough to swim in the sea it‘s November 

what do you expect miracles at least now there‘s no need 

for a bathing suit. Unicorn island suits better but then it‘s 

harder to get to (by train). Walkabout yaks and yams yes I 

should have been a farmer on an organic commune full of 

free love and vegetables but even there no personal space. 

No rest always more to learn and adjust to and I‘m 

beginning to realize that everything is easier at home. So the 

choice is rational but STILL I RESIST RATIONAL EASY AND SAFE. 

They call with tender comfort tempting like slippers and a 

robe but unlike modern women and boys I refute them and 

press on until I begin to crack and crack up like a great 

frozen lake in the springtime fresh breeze and light and 

sunwarmth stretching wicked benevolent spidery fingers 
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toward earth to play us like a harp or a flailing walloping 

flopping carp or a steam-powered shopping cart racing 

down the freeway with only a delighted four-year-old 

trapped inside by the vacuum cleaner of air and wind. I 

STRUGGLE TO BE FREE AND SEE SENSE BUT RARELY AT THE SAME 

TIME. My eye stings and I worry that in a world without soap 

I will contract myself conjunctivitis in a world without 

doctors except from Cuba. I‘ve never seen a closet wardrobe 

so big for me to hide in almost takes the fun out unless I 

find Narnia in there. Spain is Catholic and they can prove it 

with tapas wine rice flamenco medallions gold staffs and 

processions for saints every every other night.  

 

a city park with palm trees 

SHRUG SHRUB CHAGRIN mischievous grin licentious win jovial 

kin duck-billed dipping in cutting in through alabaster 

marble china earthenware frugality charity calamity alacrity 

dingbat alarm disarm us charm us charred frames of old 

synagogues. Basil seeds parsley parsnip sparsely sprinkled 

spearmint drudgery chemical weeds blending genes corn 

fields corn fields nothing but military formations of 

strengthened corn fields crowding out beanstalks trees and 

giant dreams. Bicycle tires tire the streets feet feats legs 

lights and arms. A beautiful country, lightly dusted by sugar 

and disease. Turmeric cayan celery challenge vermillion. 

Centipede millipede slug slug slug.  

 

Two writers converge 

Retired into impregnable citadel of passive rectitude formal 

and funereal stout and scrubby battered buggy parasitic 

serene duchess dusky and dipsomaniacal with 

prosperity/property soups hobble-de-hoy halcyon lifeless + 

perennial bloom honeymoon forewarned and smoothed 

substanceless glitter of tinsel motes blotched bleached 

removed always velvet, of course frustration‘s vicarious 

recompense.  NATURALLY, THERE IS NO KNOWN REJOINDER TO 

THIS. That affinity for brigandage in women desperate 

innocent simplistic subterfuge whipped lace out of raveled 

and hoarded string and thread abjured prostrate shock of 

reality. Irascible buffalo bivouac billowing bellowing on the 

grate of the wind. A piquet on post peacock feathers 

fighting over toast or tacos or territory in the wild engrossed 

tossed lip glossed chaste and hasty pale and pasty lumpy 

but tasty vocally abetted and thoroughly vetted 

kleptomaniac not only delicate but actually precious 
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specious gracious courageous abominably outrageous 

repudiated enraged embattled meager spartan PLEASURE 

HOARD ACCUMULATED SELF-DENIAL and fortitude and 

abnegation narration spiritual solvency feebly bewildered 

retain sentience sanctioned by the ruthless coverlet 

bafflement like a werewolf not insatiable or voracious idly 

splendid and lurking. A gangling malaria-ridden man. 

Guano. 

 

Lucky, I have been raised grazed brutally glazed frosted 

spayed amazed not contained not sprayed with pesticides or 

anything like that but GLOWINGLY PRAISED AND HUMBLED AND 

ADORED to just the exact right degree and amount and now I 

can be freeze-dried or vacuum-sealed for a hundred thousand 

years and come out fresh as a newborn snow leopard. And for 

this I wax poetical under the moon and starlight (about my 

mom and also dad). At least until I find something different to 

do or at least to say to say or at least to do until my glasses 

fog up and I crash right into the tree I always wanted to meet 

but could never quite pick out for myself. Maybe you‘ll know 

what I mean when you feel this way too. 

 

I‘M ON A QUEST—to see, feel, try, eat, touch and do 

everything. UNDERSTANDABLY, SOMETIMES I FORGET THE 

PARAMETERS of my mission. I forget to take off my painted 

pasta anklet before getting in the shower and the colors run 

wild in a borrowed bathroom. Cleaned by a new Filipino 

friend of mine, who is undoubtedly poor and unabashedly 

generous.  I get bombarded by my dreams, missing them 

and misinterpreting what they mean. I melt down like a 

chocolate bar a bar of steel a bowl of glass a tub of candle 

fat or anything else if it‘s hot enough-- I love to watch the 

sofas melt especially.  My brain is a bit like a bird‘s nest 

after it‘s been hastily picked apart by a fox on the lookout 

for eggs and enemies of its own. I would fare just fine going 

out into the wild alone I assure you because I understand its 

rhythms and they‘re just like mine. I have no routines or 

plans – I respond solely to my instincts, and my body and its 

notions. Suddenly, I‘m hungry. Suddenly, I‘m tired. Suddenly 

I need to dance or prance or seize my one and only chance 

to go out on an emotional limb. OK, so there have been 

others but I took most of those too. The ones I missed, I 

never acknowledged. 

 

my stories are circles 
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I don‘t know where to begin. Do I begin in Bajardo? 

Sanremo? In Nice? On the train? On the plane? In the airport? 

In the car? 5 days before I left, when I was still in Providence, 

confessing my love to someone else? Or perhaps the same 

someone I‘m telling the story to. 

 

food and the Danish alphabet 

Apricots watermelon birth control fireworks chicory 

cypresses weeping widows, wedding dresses, fetal positions, 

black adders, hickory smoked steak. I don‘t eat meat 

anymore (except floor beef or on special occasions or when I 

feel like it) but I still love the smell of it. Cherokee dickory 

dock, christina aguilera and the backstreet boys on the back 

alleys of skating joints of my youth. Junior eider, camel 

spiders against canaries or mallards, perhaps falcons and 

sweetgrass sweet tea and wheat grass and wheat germ and 

germaphobes and talcum powder and cherry grape tomatoes 

and taking a mic stand where we don‘t belong. Armand 

Hammer was a guy, did you know that? Matzah meal, matzah 

balls, matzah brei matzah pizza matza cake matza 

sandwiches and you wonder why Passover got old at 18 and 

MY TIES TO RELIGION ENDED OVER SWEET POTATO FRIES duck 

and brie quesadillas and a bacon cheeseburger at Dick‘s in 

mini-Las Vegas circa 2008. Systemic fission Bedouin knives 

tents and music. Enigmatic currants mugwart, hostage 

takeovers. Crimson-collared caresses. Jealousy the green-

eyed monster of yore. Crenoline maybeline tangerine 

nectarine linen siren wizened cozened coveted converted 

closeted winnebagos. 

 

There‘s no noun I can‘t verb. 

Works cited: Tor the Choleric, semi-Puerto Rican prior 

captain of ARRR!!! 

 

I dote on Desdemona and doze deliciously up in the air only 

to wake up between layers of clouds with a stiffness in my 

neck and dried out lips. On the way to Caribbean paradise, 

my heart full of well-ordered courtesy, gratitude and 

affection. I begin to mourn the friends I will soon be leaving. 

 
I KEEP MEMENTOES OF ELAPSED ADVENTURES BUT NOT AFTER THEIR 

EXPIRATION DATES are due. A burlap keepsake of lost pretences, 

forgotten pretendings and self-renderings. I try to keep a part, 

somewhere, of everyone who is part of me, or moments past.  

And I‘m rapidly running out of rooms. 

 


